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A person is obligated to divide his study time in three: one third should be devoted to the Written Law; one third to the
Oral Law; and one third to understanding and conceptualizing the ultimate derivation of a concept from its roots, inferring
one concept from another and comparing concepts, understanding [the Torah] based on the principles of Biblical exegesis,
until one appreciates the essence of those principles and how the prohibitions and the other decisions which one received
according to the oral tradition can be derived using them. The latter topic is called Gemara.
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When, using one of the principles of exegesis, the Supreme Sanhedrin derived a law through their perception of the matter
and adjudicated a case accordingly, and afterwards, another court arose and they perceived another rationale on which
basis, they would revoke the previous ruling, they may revoke it and rule according to their perception. This is reflected
by Deuteronomy 17:9: "To the judge who will be in that age." This indicates that a person is obligated to follow only the
court in his own generation.
The following rules apply when a court issued a decree, instituted an edict, or established a custom and this practice
spread throughout the Jewish people and another court arose and sought to nullify the original order and eliminate the
original edict, decree, or custom. The later court does not have this authority unless it surpasses the original court in
wisdom and in its number of adherents
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I don’t know how he could have expounding with “an eino inyan”; not everyone is permitted to do that – only the sages
of the Mishna and Talmud, whose words are all from tradition, but no one else, even the early geniuses, and even more so
those that come after them.
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With regard to humans: Although [Genesis 2:7] states: "And the man became a beast with a soul," he is not included in
the category of hoofed animals. Therefore, he is not included in the [above] prohibition.7Accordingly, one who partakes of
meat or fat from a man - whether alive or deceased - is not liable for lashes. It is, however, forbidden [to partake of human
meat] because of the positive commandment [mentioned above].8 For the Torah [Leviticus 11:2] lists the seven species
of kosher wild beasts and says: "These are the beasts of which you may partake." Implied is that any other than they may
not be eaten. And a negative commandment that comes as a result of a positive commandment is considered as a positive
commandment.
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These words are shocking as we cannot expound verses that the Sages did not!
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We cannot make our own derivations. Even if we find a derivation in Shas for one purpose, we cannot expound from it
to other cases of our own accord.
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Tanna D’Bei Eliyahu: the world is 6,000 years – 2,000 of desolation, 2,000 of Torah, and 2,000 are the messianic days.
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It would have needed to be established in the 2,000 years of Torah… we have no new Torah after them.
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David said to him “how were you not afraid to send your hand out to destroy the anointed one of G-d?” And David called
one of the lads and said “come, strike him”, and he struck him and he died. And David said “your blood is on your head,
for your mouth testified against you saying ‘I killed the anointed one of G-d.’”
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Whether a person kills a healthy person, a sick person who is on the verge of dying, or even a person in his actual death
throes, the killer should be executed. If, however, one kills a person in his death throes because of wounds inflicted upon
him by others - i.e., he was stricken until he was on the verge of death, and he is in his death throes, the killer should not
be executed by the court.
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Regarding a goses by human hands, they dispute whether the murderer is liable. [Rambam] ruled like the Rabbanan that
he is exempt. It seems, however, that even here, he is liable by the law of the king and the king can kill him. The proof
is from David who killed the Ameleki convert based on his admission, based on the laws of the king…[Rambam] was
sensitive to his in his holy language – “if he was a goses by human hands… the one who kills him, the courts do not
kill” – he specified the courts, but based on the laws of the king, he is liable for the death penalty.
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We must investigate the source of Or Sameach from the Amaleki convert for goses by human hands from the verses… it
implies that David killed him based on special law, for destroying and killed the anointed one of G-d... I found evidence
for this, that it was a special law for killed the anointed one of G-d from Ralbag (ibid).
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Do not move the body from a city with graves to another city, unless it is from the Diaspora to Israel. Rama: Or you are
taking him to his father’s burial plot.
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It would seem obvious that ‘his fathers’ burial plot” refers only to a son by his father… but R. Meir Simcha suggested a
novelty – that if one buys a large plot of land for a family, this is also called “his family burial plot” for the purposes of
permitting moving [the body] to there, both for the purposes of the prohibition to clearing away and the prohibition of
taking it to another city. His proof is from Elazar HaKohen who had to stay in Shilo, therefore died in Shilo, but was



buried in the valley of Pincas his son in Har Efraim, even though there were graves in Shilo, though one could counter
that it is possible that when Elazar HaKoden died, no one had died in Shilo, in which case his novelty is not clear. Thus,
practically, if one can, he could should act to prevent it, and tell them it is a great pain for the dead person because of the
fear of judgment, and why should they do this to cause great pain to their father. However, if he cannot act in any way,
the great R. Meir Simcha, who was a genius in the previous generation is great enough to rely on in extenuating
circumstances. [YD 2:161: since the elder one has already ruled…] However, at least wait until the flesh decays,
leaving only bones, as then Noda BeYehuda rules there is no problem for the dead because of fear of judgment. Also, it
is only if they already bought a family plot.
YD 1:238: Even without this, we can’t expound the verse ourselves.
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(G-d said to Moshe in Midian) “go return to Egypt, for all those who want your life have died.” It is clear that if they
would have wanted his life, he could not have had to go to take the Jews out of Egypt, even though all of Israel needed
him, he did not need to endanger himself. From here Rabbenu in the Misna derived that “one who was exiled to the city of
refuge… even if Israel needs him, even if he is the general of Israel like Yoav ben Tzeruyah – he does not leave.
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It is difficult to understand – even for one Jewish life, the Yerushalmi and authorities rule that one must put himself in
doubtful danger… and that which the genius of Dvinsk brought as proof… is not a foundation upon which to build
Halacha. Chazal already expounded they had not died. Rather they had tzaraat or were impoverished. Even the
simple understand of the verse provides no proof, for if they were still alive he would be afraid that they would tell
Pharaoh and he would kill him, and then he wouldn’t be able to save Israel.
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I found an amazing proof in Meshech Chochmah who sheds light on this: Ir HaNidachat it says “don’t rebuild” –
implying that even if it would be rebuilt and destroyed again, you could not build it again, but Yericho once it was rebuilt,
it could be rebuilt. We learn from this great sage a great Halacha – that the prohibition to build Yericho is only on the
one who builds it the first time… but after that, if it was already built and destroyed it can be rebuilt, and it is known that
Yericho has been built and destroyed many times over the generations, so it permitted to build it. That is why Rambam
did not mention this probation of building Yericho.

18. It is not always clear if the intent was meant to be legal (ex. Abortion – see Meshech Chochmah Shemot 35:2,
Yabia Omer EH 4:1, Tzitz Eliezer 13:102

19. Sdei Chemed notes that this is not related to the dispute of darshinan taama dikra.
a. Note there are those who think that we rule in the affirmative, or carve out cases where we do (ex. Rosh BM

90a, that when the reason is clear, we do.)
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Be Holy: The Torah warns about forbidden relationships and foods and permits relations between a husband and wife,
eating meat and wine, so a hedonist will find ways to be sunk in promiscuity with his wife or many wives, to be a
drunkard or glutton, and we involved as he wants in all lowly things that are not explicitly forbidden by the Torah and he



can be a degenerate with permission of the Torah. Therefore, the Torah, after it specified all those things that are
completely forbidden, and generally commanded that we be separated from excess – minimize sexuality…
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.��⤊� 骀�ꚼ촐촐
Do what is right and good in the eyes of G-d… This is a great thing. The Torah cannot mention all activities of a person
with his neighbors and friends, all his business, all civil and social issues, so after in mentioned many… it said more
generally “do what is good and right” in all cases, including compromise and acting beyond the letter of the law.
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I am shocked about this. We have not found anyone who was a hunter besides for Nimrod and Esav, and this is not the
way of the children of Avraham, Yitzchak, and Yaakov.
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The religious Zionist rabbis must unite against this Kahanist ideology. Those who are trying to rule based on
pesukim, skipping generations of the Oral Torah and rabbinic authorities… those who see Baruch Goldstein as holy,
who think that Halachically one is obligated to burn churches, all those who damage all that it valuable to us – the Torah,
the Jewish people, the State of Israel, and the settlers. We cannot just separate from the extremists in the clip without
separating from those who provide their dangerous ideology that turns the Torah of life into poison.
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Shimshon the strong, who went to be killed by the Pelishtim, who ruled the Jews for many years afterward. Shimshon
did not establish and independent state, free the land from the Pelishtim. The meaning of his revenge is destruction and
defeat. That is what Tanach writes. The meaning of Shimshon’s revenge in our days is, G-d forbid, the loss of the
independent State of Israel, international forces being used for the Palestinians. With all the temporary satisfaction of
“avenge them for one of my two eyes” while many Palestinians are falling dead, crush, from the roofs – the Palenstinians
are willing to pay any price to beat us with international help. Anyone who understands Tanach will refuse with all his
strength “the choice of Shimshon”. For us, the revenge of Shimshon is destruction and catastrophe.
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